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The growing polarization in the United States has been widely reported. There are some benefits to 
individuals and society from political polarization and conflict between opposing viewpoints but 
recent research has primarily highlighted the negative consequences of polarization which reached 
an all-time high. Media coverage plays an important role in shaping public opinion and influences 
public debates on complex and unfamiliar topics. One such topic is the Covid-19 vaccine which 
was developed in record time, and the public learned about its safety and possible risks through the 
media coverage.  
 
In this capstone, I examine U.S. news media coverage on the Covid-19 vaccine topic as an 
illustration of a debate in a polarized environment through the stance in the media on vaccine 
safety. I analyze opinion-framing in the Covid-19 vaccine debate as a way of attributing a 
statement or belief to someone else. I also analyze if Left-leaning and Right-leaning media engage 
in self-affirming or opponent-doubting discourse. For example, a health expert would say that “The 
leading researchers agree that Covid-19 vaccines are safe and effective,” while a vaccine skeptic 
would say that “Mistaken researchers claim that Covid-19 vaccines are safe and effective”. 
 
I introduce VacStance, a dataset of 2,000 stance-labeled Covid-19 vaccine sentences extracted 
from 169,432 opinions drawing from 15,750 news articles covering Left-leaning and Right-leaning 
media outlets. To the best of my knowledge, VacStance is the first data set of media Covid-19 
vaccine stances. My dataset and model are made available via GitHub for future projects on Covid-
19 vaccine opinion-framing and stance detection. 
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A Note on Technical Specifications 
 
This VacStance Git Hub repository contains the code and data for the capstone project. 
 
It is structured in 4 sections, each containing a Readme file with instructions:  
 
1. Data Scraping – this folder contains the instructions on scraping using SerpAPI and Media 
Cloud API but not the scraping code. 
2. Data Processing – contains the scripts and helper files to 
extract (Source, Predicate, Opinion) tuples from the full text of articles, then filtering extracted 
tuples and preparing the Opinion spans for input into the Covid-19 vaccine stance classifier. 
3. Stance Detection – contains scripts for doing label inference from the noisy annotator labels, the 
demographic models, applying the pre-trained covid-19 vaccine stance model to new data, and 
setting up the environment to run the BERT model search. 
4. Analyses – contains the scripts and other files for opinion-framing analyses. It also includes 
the lexicons directory files for affirming and doubting framing devices. 
Since the capstone is based on the global warming stance detection work by Luo, Card, Jurafsky, 
their GitHub repository can also be referenced for any other instructions not contained here, such 




The VacStance dataset can be requested via GitHub. The dataset contains tab-separated fields for 
each of the following: 
   1. `sentence`: the sentence  
   2. `annotator_0`, ..., `annotator_3`: ratings from each of the four annotators for the stance of the 
sentence. 
   3. `disagree`: the probability that the sentence expresses disagreement with the target opinion 
(that Covid-19 vaccine is safe.), as estimated by the Bayesian model. 
   4. `agree`: the probability that the sentence expresses agreement with the target opinion (that 
Covid-19 vaccine is safe.) 
   5. `neutral`: the probability that the sentence is neutral to the target opinion (that Covid-19 
vaccine is safe.) 
   6. `guid`: a unique ID for each sentence. 
   7. `in_held_out_test`: whether the sentence was used in my held-out-test set for model and 
baseline evaluation. 
  1 
INTRODUCTION 
The COVID-19 pandemic has spread across the world. Vaccinations are the most critical public 
health instruments for decreasing the spread and harm caused by dangerous diseases, including  
COVID-19. As the World Health Organization (WHO) has noted, “while immunization is one of the 
most successful public health interventions, coverage has plateaued over the last decade” even 
though vaccination may prevent 2-3 million deaths each year.1 The COVID-19 pandemic and 
associated disruptions have strained health systems. The uncertainty about health risks, life 
difficulties, and vaccines' effectiveness consequences led to greater vaccine hesitancy which is one 
of the top ten global threats2. Despite significant evidence showing that Covid-19 vaccines are safe3 
and effective with some reporting efficacies as high as 95%4, there is increasing polarization toward 
vaccination. “The Covid-19 epidemic in the United States risks becoming a tale of “two Americas,” 
as Anthony Fauci warned5 in June.”  
This growing polarization in the United States has far-reaching impacts and it is reflected in 
people’s perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors. The causes of polarization are many, but some cite 
the growing fragmentation of the news media and social media platforms as factors. The media has 
been producing a high volume of news articles related to the Covid-19 pandemic and Covid-19 
vaccines. News coverage plays an essential role in shaping public opinion and influences public 
debates, often on complex and unfamiliar topics. One such topic is the Covid-19 vaccine, which 
was developed in record time, and the public learned about its safety and possible risks through 
media coverage. Most of the public gets information on science and health-related topics from the 
media to make decisions about their health, so the accuracy of the science about the vaccine is 
critical. Recently, it was shown that public debates around vaccine safety could lead to vaccine 
hesitancy, resulting in deaths from vaccine-preventable diseases.6 My work is informed by a study 




3 Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Vaccine Safety: https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/index.html 
4 Yale Medicine: https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/covid-19-vaccine-comparison 
5 https://www.cnn.com/2021/06/30/health/us-coronavirus-wednesday/index.html 
6 Vaccine Hesitancy https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaccine_hesitancy 
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Twitter. I used the methodology from DeSMOG: Detecting Stance in Media On Global Warming 
(Jurafski et al., 2000). 
Challenges:  
It is imperative to: 
a) understand how a polarized media helps shape the public debate on the covid-19 vaccine 
because it is a key determinant of the public’s approval. 
b) analyze stance on the vaccine's safety, especially one that disagrees that the vaccine is safe 
because it can lead to different interpretations and potentially life-altering outcomes for many 
Americans.  
The objectives of the capstone are: 
a) To illustrate the debate on the Covid-19 vaccine7 topic in a polarized environment by looking at 
the stance on vaccine safety in the media.  
b) To analyze opinion-framing on discourse that affirms one’s point of view and on discourse 
casting doubt on the other side’s point of view.  
c) To develop a dataset of 2,000 stance annotated sentences. 
 
Using SerpApi and Media Cloud API8, I extracted and filtered 15,750 articles covering Left-leaning 
and Right-leaning media from January 2020 to July 2021 using a list of 71 keywords (see Appendix 
A). The articles come from all the content published in the mainstream media, including some 
newswires and op-ed articles from which I then extracted 169,432 sentences (also referred to as 
opinion spans or quotes). I further filtered these sentences using the main keywords Covid Vaccine 
and Coronavirus vaccine to 14,512 sentences. I then randomly selected and manually processed a 
total of 2,000 sentences (1,000 for Left-leaning and 1,000 for Right-leaning media) which became 
my final dataset annotated by volunteer annotators. 
A trained BERT classifier analyzed aspects of argumentation, how the different sides of the 
vaccine debate represent their own and each other’s opinions to determine if Left-Leaning and 
 
7 I use the term Covid-19 vaccine throughout to refer to the Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 vaccines since these 
are the vaccines available in the United States and are fully approved or have been granted emergency authorization by the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA). Some exceptions include other vaccines such as the Astra Zeneca vaccine when news media covers 
countries outside the United States. 
8 SerpAPI serpapi.com and Media Cloud API: mediacloud.org 
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Right-Leaning media9 use framing devices and opinion attribution. BERT is a language 
representation model and it stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. It 
is designed to “pre-train deep bidirectional representations from unlabeled text by jointly 
conditioning on both left and right context in all layers.” (Devlin et al., 2018). 
 
The primary contributions of the capstone are: 
1. VacStance – a dataset of 2K stance annotated sentences from Covid-19 vaccine news. 
2. Analysis of the media coverage of the Covid-19 vaccine. 
The following presents the capstone project structure:  
Chapter 1: Context and Related Work covers recent research by Yiwei Luo, Dallas Card, and 
Dan Jurafsky on the stance in media on global warming, as well as a study examining the levels of 
politicization and polarization in Covid-19. 
Chapter 2: Data Scraping and Processing describes data collection, preprocessing, and 
annotation. 
Chapter 3: Stance Detection covers data annotation and the stance detection models. 
Chapter 4: Analysis examines the coverage of the media outlets to find if both Left-leaning and 
Right-leaning media engage in self-affirming and opponent-doubting in their coverage as well as 
how the media ascribe OPINIONS to SOURCES. 











9 Media Bias/Fact Check classification for media leaning: https://mediabiasfactcheck.com 
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CHAPTER 1: CONTEXT AND RELATED WORK 
Although research to date has not examined stance in media on the Covid-19 vaccine, recent 
research by Yiwei Luo, Dallas Card and Dan Jurafsky at Stamford University investigated stance in 
media on global warming and developed a framework for future research on opinion-framing and 
the automatic detection of GW (Global Warming) Stance. They created and made publicly 
available a dataset of OPINION spans extracted from GW news articles annotated with stance 
judgements using Amazon Mechanical Turk. They studied the impact of annotator characteristics 
on their perception of stance, then combined ratings to infer a distribution over stance labels for 
each span accounting for bias which they released with the raw annotations. This capstone builds 
on their work. The paper, “DeSMOG: Detecting Stance in Media on Global Warming” and the 
code is available on GitHub.  
A study examining the levels of politicization and polarization in Covid-19 news focused on 
newspapers and televised network news (Hart at al., 2020), found that newspaper coverage is 
highly polarized while network coverage to a lesser extent and suggested that the high degree of 
polarization in the initial Covid-19 coverage from March through May, 2020 possibly contributed 
to the polarization in U.S. Covid-19 attitudes. Their work also builds on climate change news 
coverage research (Chinn at al., 2020) which investigated polarization by analyzing how the 
discussion varied based on the presence of politicians from both political parties in the media. 
The categorization by Justine Zhang, Ravi Kumar, Sujith Ravi, and Cristian Danescu-Niculescu-
Mizil. 2016 Conversational Flow in Oxford-style Debates and their proposed methodology for 
tracking how ideas flow during a debate between participants is the categorization I use here. 
 
A Stance Data Set on Polarized Conversations on Twitter about the Efficacy of 
Hydroxychloroquine as a Treatment for COVID-19 (Ece Çig ̆dem Mutlu at al.,) covers stance 
detection on the topic of Covid-19 treatment on Twitter. Although, our analysis is focused on the 
mainstream media and not on social media, their investigation of the polarized debates about 
unconfirmed medicines and treatments in Twitter has been informative. 
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In this chapter, I describe the methodology, the data collection, and the annotation methods. 
I am using the Covid-19 vaccine topic as an illustration of a debate in a polarized environment by 
looking at the stance in the media on vaccine safety. I focus on opinion-framing on discourse that 
affirms one’s point of view and on discourse casting doubt on the other side’s point of view. (Luo, 
Card, Jurafsky, 2020). Citing opinions is a strategy in argumentation. For example, a health expert 
would say that “The leading researchers agree that Covid-19 vaccines are safe and effective,” 
framing the clause affirming her stance that the vaccine is “safe and effective” and as an opinion 
that is endorsed by a reputable [“leading”] and trustworthy source [“researchers”] who agree that 
the vaccines are safe and effective. However, an anti-vaxxer would say that “Mistaken researchers 
claim that Covid-19 vaccines are safe and effective”, framing the same clause as an opinion of an 
untrustworthy source. The difference is the choice of predicate agree vs claim and the way the 
source [“researchers”] is described. The two statements have different interpretations, even though 
the implied “Covid-19 vaccines are safe and effective” is the same in both sentences. 
I will refer to such sentences containing entity – expresses – statement as opinion-framing. The 
components of opinion-framing are Source, Predicate and Opinion (Table 1) along with examples 
of affirming and doubting framing devices within these components. (Luo, Card, Jurafsky, 2020). 
 
Source Predicate Opinion 
Few vaccine researchers Believe the Covid-19 vaccinated population 
experienced severe or fatal side-effects.10 
Vaccine experts Claim Covid-19 vaccines are safe despite being 
developed quickly because they are built on 
trusted work that goes back decades. 
 
Most Americans Agree a Covid-19 vaccine approved by the FDA 
should be safe for the general population. 
 




10 The Safety of COVID-19 Vaccinations—We Should Rethink the Policy (Retracted): https://www.mdpi.com/2076-
393X/9/7/693/htm 
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Opinion-framing is a way of attributing a statement or belief to someone else, and here I analyze if 
both Left-leaning and Right-leaning media engage in self-affirming or opponent-doubting discourse 
and if the public stance of the opinion of a named entity matches the actual stance of the respective 
entity. This requires identifying the stance of a given opinion about the Covid-19 vaccine. 
 
Self-Affirming Discourse Opponent-Doubting Discourse 
Discourse that affirms one’s opinions. 
 
Example: The use of “agree” to frame opinions that agree 
with your stance. 
Discourse casting doubt on the other side’s opinions. 
 
Example: The use of “claim” to cause people to doubt the 
opinions of the opposing side. 
 




2.1.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing 
Using Media Cloud API and SerpAPI, I collected articles from January 1, 2020 to July 1, 2021 
using the keywords (covid-19 AND vaccine) OR (coronavirus AND vaccine) OR (vaccine AND 
side-effects) and filtering out articles that were not in English.  
 
I created an intermediate data frame for the collected urls and applied filtering, regularization, and 
deduplication. I then created the dataframe that combines all the data structures with urls and 
dropped the duplicate urls. I set up Serp Api using the keywords “Covid-19 vaccine” and set the 
query to “United States” to read the list of domains and political leaning as Left-leaning 
(L_Domains) and Right leaning (R_Domains). I fetched and deduplicated the articles using the 
Media Cloud API. I passed each article through SpaCy11, an open-source software library for 
advanced natural language processing. Using several lexical resources (Jurafsky et al., 2020), I 
filtered the extracted opinion spans (also refered to as quotes in the code and sentences after they 
are transformed for the annotated dataset). I kept only the opinion spans that contain a stem from a 
list of 71 Covid-related keywords such as coronavirus, mrna, vaccination (Appendix A). 
 
11 spaCy: https://spacy.io 
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Sentence Examples  
Left-leaning media “Their vaccines are more than 90% effective at preventing COVID-19.” 
 
“The coronavirus vaccine campaign has heightened tensions between rural and urban 
America.” 
 
“Americans already see the COVID-19 vaccine project as a rush-job‚ part of a last-ditch effort 
by Trump to turn around his abysmal polling numbers before the election.” 
Right-leaning media “It’s unconscionable for AOC, who's 30 years old, to be smiling gleefully and getting the 
vaccine when you got 85-year-old people in nursing homes who haven't gotten it.” 
 
“The partisan divide over the country's pandemic response has reinvigorated the anti-vaccine 
movement nationwide, with lawmakers in nearly 40 states, mostly Republicans, backing bills 
to restrict Covid-19 vaccine mandates or vaccine passports.” 
 
“COVID vaccines are a game-changer that make future surges, like those seen last winter, 
unlikely to happen again.” 
Table 3. Example of sentences extracted from articles. 
 
2.1.2 Cleaning data:  
The sentences resulting from the extracted opinions were transformed by simple operations such as 
adding punctuation, deleting extra words such as “that” occurring at the start of some sentences, 
removing extra spaces, and capitalizing the first word of the sentence. This improved readability. I 
also removed irrelevant or inappropriate sentences.  
Here are a few examples of sentences that were innapropriate or not about vaccine safety but about 
logistics and intellectual property: 
Inappropriate: “It is time to expedite development of a vaccine for the devastating COVID19 even 
if it means increased death of volunteers willing to be guinea pigs”. 
Intellectual Property: “It will work with the World Trade Organization (WTO) to negotiate a deal 
to suspend intellectual property rights associated with the Covid-19 vaccines”. 
Logistics and distribution: “About 2 million of the 6 million COVID-19 vaccine doses delayed by 
last week’s winter weather were delivered over the weekend.”; “The government could reach 
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hundreds of millions of doses of a coronavirus vaccine by the end of the year by taking a big 
financial risk“). 
 
Anti-vaccine statements or conspiracies were present more frequently in Right-Leaning media such 
as: “The coronavirus vaccine in particular could alter people's DNA or even transform them into 
5G wireless antennas”. There were also anti-vaccine statements present in the Left-Leaning media 
such as “Fauci remains unfazed as scientists rely on unproven methods to create covid vaccines”. 
The more inappropriate ones were removed. 
 
2.1.3 Extracting and filtering opinions 
I extracted opinions that were filtered using the following criteria: the extracted Predicate is a 
Householder verb, the extracted opinion is not an indirect question, and the extracted opinion 
contains one of 71 Covid-19 vaccine/coronavirus vaccine-related keywords (see Appendix A). 
 
2.2 VacStance dataset 
I created VacStance, a new dataset of 2K stance labeled sentences that were annotated with stance 
judgements as described bellow. 
2.3 Data Annotation 
I recruited volunteer annotators by asking peers to provide referrals. The criteria were that the 
volunteer annotator group is a diverse group representing different ideologies and age groups based 
in the United States and familiar with both the political and the media environment. I informed the 
annotators that I am collecting judgments using the target opinion: Covid-19 vaccine is safe and 
the following labels: agree, disagree, and neutral (Figure 3). The annotation began with a practice 
trial to ensure that each annotator understands the task. Then each of the 4 volunteers annotated the 
stance for the entire dataset of 2,000 sentences which generated 4 judgments per item for a total of 
8,000 annotations.  
  9 
 
Fig 1. Each sentence is labeled against the target opinion. 
 
 
2.2.1 Annotator Demographics 
I collected demographic information such as age, state of residence, level of education as well as 
political affiliation for each annotator to determine if there is stance annotation bias along party 
lines or gender. For political affiliation by age and gender in the US, I consulted Pew Research 
Center’s reports on trends in party affiliation among demographic groups12 and on the changing 
 
12 Trends in party affiliation among demographic groups: http://pewrsr.ch/2FVWtww 
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U.S. electorate13. I also asked annotators about their stance on the vaccine and if they believe that 
the Covid-19 vaccine is safe (see Appendix B). In addition, I asked each annotator to complete a 
poll about the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 
Demographic Information  
Female 2 
Male 2 
Age over 34 3 
College degree or higher 4 
Democrat 1 
Republican 1 
Independent (no party affiliation) 2 
Table 4. Demographic information of volunteer annotators. 
 
2.2.2 Annotation Challenges 
The task of annotating the dataset began with a practice task asking volunteers to annotate 10 
sentences to ensure that each annotator understands the task before moving on to annotating the 
entire 2K dataset.  
 
The annotation task was made more difficult by the pandemic period with many unknowns during 
vaccine development that were reflected in the media coverage and the fact that the Covid-19 
vaccine debate is a complex topic. This means that many sentences do not have a “true” label of 
agree or disagree and that many sentences lack the necessary context which makes them difficult 
to annotate. This was reported by each annotator during the practice annotation and in the feedback 




13 Pew Report: In Changing U.S. Electorate, Race and Education Remain Stark Dividing Lines: 
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2020/06/02/in-changing-u-s-electorate-race-and-education-remain-stark-dividing-lines/ 
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2.2.3 Aggregation 
 






Table 5. The distribution of labels in the annotated dataset. 
 
2.2.4  InterAnotator Agreement 
As I mentioned earlier, due to ambiguity, some items cannot be easily labeled as agree, disagree or 
neutral. To address this issue, I looked at the disagreement between labels to identify those with a 
high level of disagreement. I used the average inter-annotator agreement (a measure of how well 
annotators can make the same annotation decision for a certain category) measured as 
Krippendorff’s alpha14, a reliability coefficient developed to measure the agreement among 
annotators. For 4 annotators annotating 8,000 sentences, Krippendorff’s alpha = 0.0832. The low 
alpha is partially due to the low number of annotators as well as the disagreement between the self-
identified Republican and Democrat annotators whose annotation is influenced by their respective 
ideological views as well as their reported stance on vaccine safety. To further verify this, I looked 
at Krippendorff’s alpha for the 2 self-identified Republican and Democrat annotators who 
annotated a total of 4,000 sentences. The Krippendorff’s alpha = – 0.1522. This negative value 
indicates inverse agreement and is in line with findings by Pew Research15 that Republicans and 
Democrats live in “nearly inverse news media environments” which shape their increasingly 
polarized views. This is also a reminder that it is critical to be aware of the biases and variability in 
judgment intrinsic to annotated datasets because this can lead to biased models. 
 
14 Krippendorff’s alpha: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krippendorff%27s_alpha 
15 https://www.niemanlab.org/2020/01/republicans-and-democrats-live-in-nearly-inverse-news-media-environments-pew-finds/ 
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CHAPTER 3: STANCE DETECTION 
In this chapter, I describe the model trained on the set of 2K sentences, how the leaning of the 
media outlet is determined, and the stance classification model on the full dataset. 
 
3.1 The pre-trained Covid-19 vaccine stance model  
I start by training a model on the set of 2K annotated sentences to predict the stance of a sentence S 
toward the target opinion T (“Covid-19 vaccine is safe.”). I select a random test set of 200 
annotated instances that include the political leaning of the media outlet and use 5-fold cross 
validation to train on the remaining 1,800 examples.  
Agree Disagree Neutral Weighted Average Accuracy = 0.85 
Precision = 0.89 Precision = 0.81 Precision = 0.83 Precision = 0.85 Precision = 0.84 
Recall = 0.85 Recall = 0.83 Recall = 0.86 Recall = 0.85 Recall = 0.85 
F1 Score = 0.87 F1 Score = 0.82 F1 Score = 0.84 F1 Score = 0.85 F1 Score = 0.85 
Table 6. BERT performance reported as accuracy and macro-F1 score for each label agree, neutral, 
disagree. 
 
3. 2 Applying the pre-trained Covid-19 vaccine stance model to new data  
I then apply the stance classification model on the unlabeled dataset of 169K opinions from which 
the 2K sentences had been extracted, transformed, annotated, and used in the pre-trained model 
above.  
I use the political leaning methodology from Media Bias/Fact Check Project for Left-Leaning and 
Right-leaning media outlets as a proxy for Covid-19 vaccine stance (Jurafsky et al., 2020) to find 
whether both sides are engaging in self-affirming or opponent-doubting in their coverage. The 
Media Bias/Fact Check Project is a comprehensive media bias resource where a viewer can check 
the bias of any source. The Right and Left biases are the media sources that are moderately to 
strongly biased toward conservative or liberal causes “through story selection and/or political 
affiliation. They may utilize strong loaded words (wording that attempts to influence an audience 
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by using appeal to emotion or stereotypes) to favor” conservative or liberal causes. The more 
extreme Right and Left biases would “publish misleading reports and omit reporting of information 
that may damage” conservative or liberal causes and some such sources are deemed untrustworthy. 
 
I excluded the neutral label to prevent misclassification of the sentences that agree that the Covid-
19 vaccine is safe and the sentences that disagree that the Covid-19 vaccine is safe. However, the 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS 
In this chapter, I present my additional analyses on self-affirming and opponent-doubting discourse 
on the labeled dataset and how the media ascribe opinions to sources.  
4.1 Self-affirming and opponent-doubting discourse on labeled dataset 
I used the 2,000 labeled dataset containing 1,000 Left-leaning and 1,000 Right-leaning sentences to 
analyze media outlets to find if both Left-leaning and Right-leaning media engage in self-affirming 
and opponent-doubting in their coverage. I find that both Left-Leaning and Right-Leaning media 
engage in self-affirmation and opponent-doubting but the latter engages more in both opponent-
doubting coverage as well as in self-affirmation coverage. Further investigation is necessary due to 
the language complexity around the Covid-19 vaccine coverage, the limitations of the Lexicons 
used, and the small size of the dataset. 
 
4.2. Analyze how the media ascribe opinions to sources.  
I used the same 2,000 labeled dataset containing 1,000 Left-leaning and 1,000 Right-leaning 
sentences to search and select the sources that were most commonly present in the media coverage 
about the vaccine as well as the Wikipedia for American anti-vaccination activists list.16   
I manually labeled the stance of the sources selected. I then analyzed the faithful and unfaithful 
instances across Right-leaning and Left-leaning media using the Lexicons (Jurafsky et al., 2020). I 
define an opinion faithfully ascribed when the stance of the opinion (Covid19 vaccine-agree) 
matches the stance of the source (President Biden, President Trump, Dr. Fauci, Robert Redfield, 
Governor Cuomo, Bill Gates, etc.).  
While both Left-Leaning and Right-Leaning media attribute opinions unfaithfully to sources that 
have different public views that are well known, the Right-Leaning media tends to emphasize 
hypocrisy more (with 31 instances versus 20 instances identified) and often cast doubt on the 
science or the credibility of the sources: “They are going to such desperate lengths to silence 
vaccine skeptics, censor doctors and scientists, and coerce as many people as possible into getting 
the vaccine injection.” This may have to do with the fact that for political purposes, casting doubt 
 
16 Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:American_anti-vaccination_activists 
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on the Covid-19 vaccine is likely to be beneficial for Republicans, who according to Pew Research 
Center surveys conducted before as well as after the start of the pandemic are less likely than 




“Fauci remains unfazed as scientists rely on unproven 
methods to create covid vaccines.” 
“You understand that Moderna is Fauci's favorite 
vaccine company, and his agency, NIAID, stands to rake 
in cash if Moderna's shot turns out to be the choice for 
COVID‚ when, in fact, no vaccine is necessary.” 
 
“One GOP state representative knows of doctors who 
are warning people who receive the COVID-19 
vaccine.” 
“Is Joe a vax doubter? 
Exactly how much confidence does the Biden White 
House have in the COVID vaccinations?” 
 




The verbs such as claim, understand, knows generally indicate that the sources display hypocrisy 
as determined in previous work (Jurafsky et al., 2020) by holding contradictory beliefs in private. 
However, the examples in Table 8 show that there is more complexity in the media coverage and 
further investigation is required. It is also important to note that the small labeled dataset was used 















17 Pew Research: https://www.pewresearch.org/science/2020/05/21/trust-in-medical-scientists-has-grown-in-u-s-but-mainly-among-
democrats/ 
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS 
In this chapter, I summarize the findings, the limitations of this study, and future work. 
1. Ambiguity and complexity – I found that there are many sentences that have a “true” 
stance such as agree or disagree, but there are more sentences that are ambiguous which 
makes them difficult to annotate (see Fig.2). This confirms findings in previous work 
(Jurafsky et al., 2020). 
2. Bias by party affiliation in stance annotation – I tested for bias by party affiliation in the 
stance annotation and I found evidence of bias along party lines. I found that the annotator’s 
party affiliation or non-affiliation, as is the case for non-affiliated “Independent” annotators, 
often influence the way annotators respond (see Fig.2). 
 
        Fig. 2. Bias in annotation by party affiliation (target opinion: “Covid-19 vaccine is safe.”). 
 
 
3. Stated vaccine stance influences the way annotators respond  
As stated previously, I collected annotator’s stance on the vaccine safety before data 
annotation began to help determine if the annotator’s stance influences annotation. I found 
that annotators whose stated stance is that the vaccine is safe, annotated more sentences as 
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agree. Similarly, the annotator whose stated stance is that the vaccine is not safe, annotated 
more sentences as disagree.  
4. The disagreement between ratings is reflective of polarization along ideological lines. 
Krippendorff’s alpha was negative when calculated on party-affiliated annotators ratings for 
the 2 self-identified Republican and Democrat annotators who annotated a total of 4,000 
sentences. The Krippendorff’s alpha = – 0.1522. This negative value indicates inverse 
agreement and is in line with findings by Pew Research18 that Republicans and Democrats 
live in “nearly inverse news media environments” which shape their increasingly polarized 
views. This is also a reminder that it is critical to be aware of the biases and variability in 
judgment intrinsic to annotated datasets because this can lead to biased models. 
5. Self-affirming and opponent doubting – I found that both sides are engaging in self-
affirming or opponent-doubting in their coverage but to different degrees and that further 
investigation on the larger dataset is required. 
6. Assigning hypocrisy – I examined if both sides attribute opinions to name entities that 
differ from the known public stances of the respective entities and found that Right-Leaning 
media tends to emphasize hypocrisy more (with 31 instances versus 20 instances identified) 
and often cast doubt on the science or the credibility of the sources. I also found that there is 
complexity in the interactions covered in the media beyond the verbs that I used and further 
investigation on the larger dataset is required. 
 
Study Limitations and future work 
I collected sentences from across the media spectrum and I recruited annotators that represent a 
small but ideologically diverse group. However, this study is limited by the small number of 
annotators of which only two represent polarized ideological views. 
Future work can build on this study by increasing the number of annotators affiliated with both 
parties and by analyzing opinion-framing not just in text but also in images and video that are 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
In this capstone, I introduced VacStance, a dataset of 2,000 stance-labeled Covid-19 vaccine 
sentences from media outlets that allowed us to examine stance on Covid-19 vaccine. To the best 
of my knowledge, VacStance is the first data set of media Covid-19 vaccine stances.  
The data set and model is available on GitHub for those who want to pursue future projects on 
















coronavirus, covid-19, vaccine, vaccination, Pfizer, moderna, astrazeneca, antivaxxer, pandemic, 
inoculated, doses, viral, virus, side-effects, immunity, antibodies, herd, sars-COV-19, fever, cough, 
congestion, spread, containment, outbreak, asymptomatic, cdc, infected, infectious, quarantine, 
self-isolation, disease, inflammation, hypoxemia, infection, cases, fatalities, deaths, 
hospitalizations, healthcare, immunocompromised, incubation, intubation, mask, mortality, 
morbidity, global, economic, mrna, air, scientist, epidemiologist, scientific, research, pipeline, ppe, 
doctors, nurses, ventilator, respirator, travel, tested, sick, hhs, cluster, transmission, injection, 
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APPENDIX C 
VacStance Annotator Poll  
Based on DeSmog Annotator Poll (Jurafsky el all, 2020) 
Poll 1:  
   Q: Do you think that the Covid-19 virus has been spreading globally over the past year, or do you 
think this has not been happening? 
   a. Probably has been happening 
   b. Probably has not been happening 
 
Poll 2:  
   Q (if chose a.): How sure are you that the Covid-19 virus has indeed been spreading over the past 
year? 
   Q (if chose b.): How sure are you that the Covid-19 virus has not been spreading over the past 
year? 
   a. Extremely sure 
   b. Very sure 
   c. Moderately sure 
   d. Somewhat sure 
   e. Not at all sure 
 
Poll 3:  
   Q: Do you think that the spread of the Covid-19 virus over the past year has been caused mostly 
by things people have done, mostly by natural processes, or about equally by things people have 
done and by natural processes? 
   a. Mostly by things people have done 
   b. Mostly by natural processes 
   c. About equally by people and natural processes 
 
Poll 4: 
   Q: In your opinion, do you think the federal government should or should not require vaccination 
at government run vaccination sites and at private organizations (e.g. pharmacies, hospitals)? 
   a. Federal government should require 
   b. Federal government should not require 
 
Poll 5: 
   Q: How concerned are you about Covid-19? 
   a. Extremely concerned 
   b. Very concerned 
   c. Moderately concerned 
   d. Somewhat concerned 
   e. Not at all concerned 
 
Poll 6: 
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   Q: During the past 6 months, how often did you hear about Covid-19 vaccine in the media? 
   a. Multiple times a week 
   b. About once a week 
   c. A couple times a month 
   d. A couple times a year 
   e. Never 
 
Poll 7:  
   Q: How accurately do you think the news media reports on Covid-19 vaccine? 
   a. Extremely accurately 
   b. Very accurately 
   c. Moderately accurately 
   d. Somewhat accurately 
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